Evaluation of Chronic Pain Using Magnetic Resonance (MR) Neuroimaging Approaches: What the Clinician Needs to Know.
Numerous neuroimaging techniques have been recently used to investigate central mechanisms involved in pain perception and to examine morphological and functional brain alterations associated with chronic pain. Compared to self-reporting approaches, objective imaging techniques are expected to potentially lead to better pain assessment and guide management. This comprehensive scoping review aims to identify recent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) approaches that have been used to characterize the brain of chronic pain subjects, using structural, chemical and functional MRI techniques. A systematic search and review of the literature was conducted and the resultant studies were critically examined for relevance. MRI neuroimaging of various chronic pain conditions were summarized. We classified the collected studies into: structural brain alterations, VBM (voxel based morphology) examination of structural changes, DTI, changes in brain chemistry, functional and blood flow brain alterations. From our clinical experience, we have noted that most clinicians are not aware of the capabilities of advanced MRI methods in assessing cortical manifestations of chronic pain. In addition, many clinicians are not aware of the cortical alterations present in individuals with chronic pain. This comprehensive scoping review thus sets out to first summarize MRI neuroimaging techniques that are available in the current literature to examine chronic pain. We then identify cortical MR approaches that have been able to reliably predict transition from acute to chronic pain. Finally, we summarize MRI neuroimaging techniques that have been used to track treatment response of individuals with chronic pain.